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We derive an exact probabilistic representation for the evolution of a Hubbard 
model with site- and spin-dependent hopping coefficients and site-dependent in
teractions in terms of an associated stochastic dynamics of a collection of Poisson 
processes. 

In a recent paper1 we provided an exact probabilistic expression for the real 
time or the imaginary time evolution of a Fermi system, in particular a Hubbard 
model, in terms of an associated stochastic dynamics of a collection of Poisson 
processes. Here, we generalize the result1 to the case of a Hubbard model with 
site- and spin-dependent hopping coefficients and site-dependent interactions. This 
situation is of interest if disorder is present.2 

Let us consider the Hubbard Hamiltonian 

IAI IAI IAI 
H =-L L L 'flijCJ(c!o.cjCJ + c}CJciCJ) + L 'Yi c!TciT c!! ci!' (1) 

i=l j=i e7=T! i=l 

where A C zd is a finite d-dimensionallattice with cardinality IAI, {1, ... , I AI} some 
total ordering of the lattice points, and CiCJ the usual anticommuting destruction 
operators at site i and spin index CY. Note that the Hamiltonian (1) also allows 
for spin-dependent site energies - 2'f7iiCJ. We are interested in evaluating the matrix 
elements (n'le-iHtln), where n = (nlT,nl!>··· ,niAIT•niAI!) are the occupation 
numbers taking the values 0 or 1. Since the total number of fermions per spin 
component is a conserved quantity, we consider only configurations n and n' such 
that I:i~l1 n~(j = I:i~l1 niCJ for CY =i 1. In the following we shall use the modulus 2 
addition n EB n' = ( n + n') mod 2. 

Let r(j = {(i,j),1::; i < j::; IAI: 'flijCJ =!= 0} and 1r(j1 its cardinality. By 
introducing 

AijCJ(n) = (nEB liCJ EB ljCJic!CJcjCJ + c}CJciCJin) 

= ( -1)ni.,.+··+ni-1"" [njCJ(niCJ EB 1)- niCJ(njCJ EB 1)], (2) 
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where lia = (0, ... , 0, lia, 0, ... , 0), and 

IAI IAI 
V(n) = (n!Hin) = L [iniTnil - L L 21Jiiania, 

i=l i=l a=Tl 

the following representation holds 

Mt = exp{ L L llog [i1JijaPij!.Aija(n EB Ns)] dNtja 
a=T l (i,j)Er a [O,t) 

(3) 

-i 1t V(n EB N 5 )ds + L L Pijat}. (5) 
O a=Tl (i,j)Ha 

Here, {Nfja}, (i,j) Era and (j =il, is a family of 1rr1 + 1rl1 independent Pois
son processes with parameters Pija and Nt = (Nfr,Nfl, ... ,NtAIT'NtAil) are 2IAI 
stochastic processes defined as 

Nka = L Nfja· (6) 
(i,j)Era: i=k or j=k 

We remind that a Poisson process Nt with parameter p is a jump process char
acterized by the probabilities P (Nt+s- Nt = k) = (ps)ke-ps /k!. Its trajectories 
are piecewise-constant increasing integer-valued functions continuous from the left. 
The stochastic integral J dNt is just an ordinary Stieltjes integral 

where Sk are random jump times having probability density p(s) = pe-P8 • Finally, 
the symbol E( ... ) denoted the expectation value of the stochastic functional within 
the parentheses. 

The matrix elements (n'le-iHtln) obey the system of ODEs 

.:£(n'le-iHtln) = -i L(n'IHin")(n"le-iHtln), 
dt 11 n 

(7.) 

with initial condition (n'le-iHtln)jt=O = c5n'n· One may check that Eqs. (4-5) are 
indeed a solution of (7) by applying the rules of stochastic differentiation. We have 

E ( 8n' ,nE!lN'+dtMt+dt) 

- "'E ( II II J: ef[t t+dt) log[i1}ijaP;j~Aija(n$N•)]dNf;a - L....t Un1 ,n11 $dN' ' 

n" a=Tl (i,j)Er a 

X e-iV(nE!lN')dt+ I:a=H I;(i,i)Era Pi;adt 8n" ,nE!lN'JY(t) (8) 
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For the Markov property, the expectation of the factors containing the stochastic 
integrals in the interval [t, t + dt] can be taken separately. We expand each one of 
them over all possible numbers of jumps of the Poisson processes as 

E (On' ,n"$dN' ef[t,t+dt) log[i7Jijo-P;j~AijO" (n$N")]dNI;o-) 

= 0 I II eo e-Pijudt + 0 I lltnl. l'nl· elog[i'7ijo-P;j~Aiju(n$N')] e-Pijudtp·. dt + ... 
n ,n n ,n 1;!7 1.aw 3 u tJO' 

= On',n" + [on',n"$l;a-El11jo- i1]ijO"Pij!,AijO"(n EEl Nt) -On',n"] PijO"dt + <9 (dt2) · 

In this way we obtain to order dt 

E (on',nEBN'+dtMt+dt) = L [on',n" + L L On',n"$l;o-El11jo-i1JijO"AijO"(n")dt 
n" O"=T 1 (i,j)Er u 

-On',n"iV(n")dt] E (on",nEBN'Mt). (9) 

Finally, we rewrite this relation as 

dE (on',nEBN'Mt) = E (on',nEBN'+dtMt+dt) - E (on',nEBN'Mt) 

= -i L(n'[H[n")E (on",nEBN'Mt) dt. (10) 
n" 

It is clear that the fermionic nature of H plays no special role in the above derivation 
which holds for any system described by a finite Hamiltonian matrix. 

In order to construct an efficient algorithm for evaluating (4-5), we start by 
observing that the functions AijO"(n EEl N 8 ) vanish when the occupation numbers 
niO" EEl Nia and nja EEl NJa are equal. We say that for a given value of a the link 
ij is active at time 8 if AijO" (n EEl N 8 ) =f. 0. We shall see in a moment that only 
active links are relevant. Let us consider how the stochastic integral in (5) builds 
up along a trajectory defined by considering the time ordered succession of jumps 
in the family { NfjO"}. The contribution to the stochastic integral in the exponent 
of (5) at the time of the first jump, for definiteness suppose that the link il)1 with 
spin component a1 jumps first at time 81, is 

log [i1Jil)1 a1 P~;1 (}" 1 Ail)1 0"1 (n EEl N 81 )] B(t- 81), 

where N 81 = 0 due the assumed left continuity. Therefore, we obtain a real finite or 
-oo contribution to the stochastic integral depending if the link il)1a1 was active 
or not at time 0. If 8 1 ;::: t we have no contribution to the stochastic integral from 
this trajectory. If 81 < t a second jump of a link, suppose i2)2 with spin component 
a2, can take place at time 8 2 > 8 1 . The analysis can be repeated by considering an 
arbitrary number of jumps. Of course, when the real part of the stochastic integral 
is -oo, i.e. when some >. = 0, there is no contribution to the expectation. The other 
integral in (5) is an ordinary integral of a piecewise constant bounded function. 

From the above remarks it is clear that the only trajectories to be considered 
are those associated to the jumps of active links. We start by determining the set 
of active links A~ C r a, a =i!, in the initial configuration n assigned at time 0. 
This is done by inspecting the occupation numbers of the sites according to the 
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rule that the link ij is active for the spin component a if nia + n3.,. = 1. Then, we 
extract the jump time s1 according to the probability density 

p( s) = L:: L:: Pija e -l:a=T .r:(i,j)EA~ PijaS. 

a=T! (i,j)EA~ 

Finally, we choose the jumping link in the set A~ with probability 

(11) 

n Pija ( ) 
Lija = " " · 12 

L...a=T! L...(i,j)EA~ Pija 

The contribution to JY(t at the time of the first jump is therefore, up to the last 
factor which appears in (5), 

i'~"~·. p:-~ .X·. (n""Ns1)e-iV(nEaN81 )s1 6-l:a=r•l:<•.;)ei'a\A~PijaB10(t-s) '/~1}10"1 ~1310"1 ~1310"1 Q7 ' 1 

+e-iV(nEaNt)t6 -l:a=T •l:;(i,j)EI'a \A~ Pi; at O(s1 _ t), 

where exp (- La=T! L(i,j)er a \A~ PijaS) is the probability that the non active links 
do not jump in the time intervals. The contribution of a given trajectory is obtained 
by multiplying the factors corresponding to the different jumps until the last jump 
takes place later than t. For a given trajectory we thus have 

JY(t = IT [i"'· . p:-1. A. . (n E9 Nsk )e[Ck-iV(nEaN.k))(sk-Bk-d O(t _ Sk) 
'l~kJk<Tk ~kJk<Tk tt.Jk<Tk 

k~1 

+e[C~o-iV(nEBNt)](t-s,._l) O(sk _ t)J. (13) 

Here, (k = La=T! L(i,j)EA~ Piia where A~ is the set of active links with spin a 
in the interval (sk-1. sk] and so = 0. Note that the last exponentially increasing 
factor in (5) cancels out in the final expression of JY(t. The analogous expression of 
JY(t for imaginary times is simply obtained by replacing TJ ~ -iT] and 1 ~ -i{. 

In principle, the algorithms parametrized by different Piia are all equivalent 
as (4-5) holds for any choice of the Poisson rates. However, since we estimate 
numerically the expectation values with a finite number of trajectories, this may 
introduce a systematic error. It can be shown that the best performance is obtained 
for the natural choice Piia "'T/ija independently of the interaction strength I· 
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